Estimation of vowel recognition with cochlear implant simulations.
Because there are many parameters in the cochlear implant (CI) device that can be optimized for individual patients, it is important to estimate a parameter's effect before patient evaluation. In this paper, Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCCs) were used to estimate the acoustic vowel space for vowel stimuli processed by the CI simulations. The acoustic space was then compared to vowel recognition performance by normal-hearing subjects listening to the same processed speech. Five CI speech processor parameters were simulated to produce different degree of spectral resolution, spectral smearing, spectral warping, spectral shifting, and amplitude distortion. The acoustic vowel space was highly correlated with normal hearing subjects' vowel recognition performance for parameters that affected the spectral channels and spectral smearing. However, the acoustic vowel space was not significantly correlated with perceptual performance for parameters that affected the degree of spectral warping, spectral shifting, and amplitude distortion. In particular, while spectral warping and shifting did not significantly reshape the acoustic space, vowel recognition performance was significantly affected by these parameters. The results from the acoustic analysis suggest that the CI device can preserve phonetic distinctions under conditions of spectral warping and shifting. Auditory training may help CI patients better perceive these speech cues transmitted by their speech processors.